
Chad Lieber Teaches Promoting Your Business
Online
Internet Marketing Consultant Chad Ian Lieber Talks About Organic Search Techniques.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA, August 23, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The competition online is
fierce. Making a real impact in the online market can be difficult especially for a start-up. Chad Ian
Lieber shares some tips and tricks on how to promote a business online. 

Many website owners focus on search engines and forget the importance of customers. According to
Lieber, it is important to start with your customers in mind. This means considering your customers
right from the website design phase. You need to consider their preferences when creating your
website. Determine what type of content they would be interested in. Decide on the information that
you can share with your customers that will not only help them but also ultimately profit you. 

The design of the website should focus on user experience. Chad Lieber encourages website owners
to put themselves in the shoes of the user. Websites ought to be easy to navigate and interesting to
look at. There should be content to engage the audience and keep them coming back for more. 

Having ensured that viewers will have a good user experience on the website, it is time to make it
search engine friendly. Most online users use search engines to get information. It is therefore
important to ensure that your website is visible to search engines and has a high ranking on relevant
searches. This ensures that your website is visible to your target audience. 

Finding the right keywords is vital according to Chad Lieber. It is important to find keywords that are
not only relevant but also have low competition. This will enable you to get higher ranking on search
results pages. There are many free keyword research tools for this purpose. 

Lieber also suggests employing good editing techniques to your website. These act as a signpost to
search engines. These include the proper use of keywords. Keywords should be included in Meta-
tags. This will not only improve ranking on search results pages but also convince users to click
through to your website. 

To be successful at SEO, Chad Lieber advises that you think about your customers at every juncture.
You must place yourself in their shoes. What do they want? How can they find you? What do you have
to offer them? The answers to these questions ought to dictate the design and content of your
website. Avoid limiting yourself to search engines. Let your customers dictate your online marketing
practices. After all, your customers are king. 

About Chad Lieber

Chad Lieber is an SEO/SEM expert whose company, 6W Media, offers comprehensive digital
marketing services. 6W Media is quite famous for implementing innovative and bespoke strategies to
help clients meet their specific goals and objectives.  Learn more at http://www.6wim.com
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